"You can trace every sickness, every disease, and every ailment to a nutrient deficiency"

- Linus Pauling

Natural Action Technologies Inc.
The Art of Water

Minbiotics Description and Instructions: The story of liquid trace Elements
Some time after World War II, the Japanese government hired an Atomic physicist to look
for a solution to their radiation contaminated waters. One day, after much dismay and
desperation, the scientist noticed a very healthy tree growing from a giant rock and
wondered, how this could be? When he went over to the rock and there was a crack filled
with a mineral ...
The proceeding studies eventually found their way to medical Doctors in Japan. In
particular, a fellow named Dr. Nojima would observe what was obvious to few; that no
useful vitamin, or normal body function can take place without a steady supply (albeit a
relatively small amount) of the proper macro and micro nutrients.
Others such as a Heinrich, Albrecht, and Reams took painstaking steps to identify the
stiff correlation between minerals, soil, plants, and the proceeding chain of quality and
health, or degeneration with their absence. It all came down to a few simple things;
depletion of the soil micro nutrients / trace elements, their natural ratios, and their
impending effect on micro living organisms. Learn more at naturalaction.com>Sign Up
To summarize briefly, it is the water and micro nutrients that set up the quality of blood
and soil. This is the primary factor in determining whether virus, bacteria, and fungi take
on a role of integration or disintegration and whether survival or adaptive strategies are
employed by any system.
Through the work of Bechamp, Rife and others, it is known that the micro-organisms
mutate according to the environment they are in. Like water, the blood is of course a
living organism also. Changing the quality of the water and mineral one consumes is the
most rapid way to subtly change all life of the blood.
Minbiotics - The name was derived from the likely idea that minerals set up the biological
quality of life that assembles living complexes. Water modulates both mineral qualities
and the micro-organisms
them.
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"The true foundation of all culture is the knowledge and understanding of water"

- Viktor S.

Natural Action Technologies Inc.
The Art of Water
The liquid minerals actively remove hundreds of impurities from water sources;
Chlorine and Fluoride, pesticides, pharmaceuticals, as well provide around 80 trace
minerals. It is derived from volcanic sulfur ionic compounds, the same that is spewed
from the Ocean's floor, where all flowing water ends up and gets cleaned and cycled
again. The ionic mineral compounds surround many toxins and render them solid and
inert. SARS, H1N1, and many other common pathogenic virus and bacteria cannot
survive in this water. The Ancient's referred to it as 'The Golden Elixir'. You can see the
precipitation reaction as an yellow / orange ash that settles on the bottom if allowed
to sit for periods of hours. This is normal. It won't harm you, but there is no need to
drink it. Just poor out the bottom later when finished. Combined with Water
Revitalizers , it is the simplest and closest means of achieving the special healing
properties of the 'mature mountain spring water' Schauberger spoke of. It is processed
in Ohio at a registered FDA facility and made from natural raw volcanic materials
shipped from Japan, through a 144 stage NAT commercial passive ionization system.
Lab reports and further information at naturalaction.com member site.
Best Instructions for use: Acquire 1-2 gallon glass container with spigot valve as
shown in the back round. If you own a portable device alternately dunk and raise the
unit repeatedly as the container begins to fill, to gain maximum 'charge'. Then add
minerals according to recommended dose for the volume. The water will turn gold
within minutes and begin to precipitate impurities within hours. It is ok to drink
immediately.
Recommended dose: 1000:1 or 1 Tea Spoon / gallon; 4-6 drops per cup
Dosage required may vary from person to person
Some detoxification symptoms can occur, but usually mild if any
Many people experienced reduced calorie requirements for given energy levels
As always, gradually introduce new things to your body and maintain comfort
Animals and Plants love it too! Adjust dose based on response.
*None of these statements have been evaluated by the FDA or are meant to imply
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diagnoses or cure for any hailment.
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